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INTRODUCTION 

The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) was designed as a reusable platform for launching aid returning long 
duration (-1 year) space environment exposure experiments. LDEF was lau~clied on April 7, 1984 from 
STS 41-C into a circular orbit about the Earth at an altitude of 450 km a id  orbital inclination of 
28.4". The satellite was gravity-gradient stabilized and flew its mission with one end consta~ltly 
facing Earth and one side (Row 9) always facing into the RAM direction (Figure 1). Post-retrieval 
analysis has shown that LDEF was slightly rotated, placing the RAM direction 7 degrees fro111 normal 
relative to Row 9. LDEF was retrieved January 12, 1990 following a 5% year exposure period. The 
unforeseen delay, was a result of the Challenger accident a id  mission scheduling delays. At tlie time 
of retrieval, the satellite's orbit had degraded to an altitude of 330 h n .  

The LDEF mission consisted of 57 separate 
experiments in 86 experiment trays with over 
10,000 test specimens. Of interest to tlie LDEF 
Principal Investigators were the effects to 
different  mate r ia l s  f rom the var ious 
environments to which the satellite was to be 
exposed. Among these were: contamination, 
atomic oxygen, thermal cycling, vacuum, 
ultraviolet light, electrons, protons, coslnic 
radiation, and meteoroids and debris. 

Figure 1: Orientation of tlie 
Long Duration Exposure 

Facility (LDEF) in 
near-Earth orbit. 

In an effort to better characterize the near-Earth space environment, this study compares tlie resullts 
of actual impact crater measurement data and the Space Environment (SPENV) prograln developed in-house 
at POD, to theoretical models established by Kessler' and Cour-Palais.' Results of these efforts directly relate 
to the survivability of future spacecraft and satellites that are to travel tllrougli aidlor reside in Low Earth Orbit 
(LEO) for long and short periods of time. 

METHOD 

Data utilized in this study originated from three sources: (1) For craters larger tIia11 0.05 cm diameter, measurements 
were taken by the LDEF Meteoroid and Debris Special Investigation Group's (M&D SIG) Kennedy Space Center 
Analysis Team on the entire LDEF aluminum structure.' (2) For craters larger than 0.003 cm diameter, 
measurements were taken by the authors from specific aluminuln experi~ilellt tray covers, and (3) measurements from 
craters larger than 0.0001 cm diameter were taken by the Interplanetary Dust Experiment aboard LDEF during 
tlie first year of exposure. Since the latter data were only collected during the first year of flight, they were corrected 
for the full 5% year LDEF exposure time, by assuming no growth ill tlie mean flux values. Separate enviroliment 
models were utilized to make predictions for meteoroids and debris and compared to tlie SPENV model results. For 
meteoroids, the Cour-Palais et a1.' model was used with the Kessler-Erickson velocity distribution as described by 
~ook. '  For debris, the Kessler  model'^^ was used. T ie  SPENV program models both the micrometeoroid a11d debris 
environment that may be encountered by a spacecraft in an orbit between 200 a id  2000 lull. Both the Kessler and 
Cour-Palais models predict particle diameters, whereas the LDEF data provides lneasuretnents of crater diatneters. 
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